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$ cd myproject

$ git init

Make this folder a Git repository



$ git add myfile.txt
or

$ git add .

Add files to the repository: one at a time or all at once.



$ git commit

Commit additions to the repository

...and then leave a comment.



$ vi myfile.txt

Edit the file.



$ git add myfile.txt
or

$ git add .

Add CHANGED FILES to the repository:
one at a time or all at once.



$ git commit

Commit changes to the repository

...and then leave a comment.



$ git commit -am
!!!“I made changes.”

Oh sure, if you want to do it the EASY way...

Caveat: NEW files must still be added.



Branching
If it ain’t broke, you 
can still fix it



Branching
Work on a nice feature, and maybe even a VERY 
nice feature, while your main line is still good.

dev

nice_feature

very_nice_feature



$ git checkout -b
!!!!!!nice_feature

Checkout a new branch



$ vi myfile.txt

Edit the file.



$ git commit -am
!!!“This is nice.”

Commit the change



$ git checkout dev

$ git merge nice_feature
!!!!!!!!!!--no-ff
$ git branch -d
!!!!!!!!!!nice_feature

Merge the nice_feature branch back into the dev branch



GUIs help too
See all commits and branches all at once



DEV TEST LIVE
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Use version control to move code upstream from Dev to Test to Live.

Export your database and files folder to move downstream from Live to Test to Dev.

Development Workflow



Drupal
Code vs Data



MySQL databaseDrupal core

Code Data

Nodes, users, 
taxonomy, settings, 
configuration specific 
to that site

Custom and 
contributed modules 
and themes

sites/xxxx/files folder

File uploads such as 
attachments and 
photos

3rd party libraries

PHP, Javascript, css, 
and other such files



Moves downstream, 
from Live to Test to 
Dev.

Never stored in 
version control

Moves upstream, 
from Dev to Test 
to Live

Stored in version 
control

Code Dataphp
css
js

files sql
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Git

dev

test

live

feature

bug fix

commit

minor branch

major branch

merge



Demo

Follow along:
https://bitbucket.org/dearmond/git_demo



.gitignore

# Ignore configuration files that may contain sensitive 
information.

sites/*/settings*.php

# Ignore paths that contain user-generated content.

sites/*/files

sites/*/private



patches.txt

Patches applied for this site:
CORE:
none
* * * * * * * * * *
Features
Style sheets (stylesheets[...][]) and Scripts (scripts[]) 
in .info file lost when recreating feature
http://drupal.org/node/1335634#comment-6202028


